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Our subtitle “Elevating the experience of digital

customers” already addresses the trend that

customers look for experiences that are

personalized and include tailored interactions

and offerings. Rather than selling a product or

a service, customers expect frictionless buying

journeys. As most companies are not

organized around the customer experience

yet, departments operate in silos and still rely

on traditional sales strategies.

Customers use many different digital channels

to gather information. They expect that across

all touchpoints the experience is intuitive,

makes sense, and most importantly is relevant.

That means that most legacy companies need

to transform their company and data structure

in order to organize around the customer

experience. Streamlining customer data in

CRM systems can ensure that Marketing, Sales,

and Service departments blend. An essential

change in the organization then arises around

your Sales Reps. How do we make sure that

Sales Reps truly understand the customer and

then are able to deliver a personalized service

approach? By using the right sales methods

and digital tools, Sales Reps are empowered to

understand the customer’s requirements and

create personalized solutions that will enhance

the experience of your customers.

Elevate the Experience of
Digital Customers

What does the future of a digital
customer look like? And how is that
different in a B2C versus a B2B
environment? What selling strategy
should we pursue? How should I and can
I embrace this with my Sales reps? And how
can we use technology to our advantage?
All these questions have become increasingly 
urgent due to the COVID pandemic and 
companies have been forced to digitize. 
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What can you expect?

At Deloitte’s Digital Customer & Sales

Transformation Team we research, experience,

and envision the future of organizations. In the

Future of Sales Series, we help our customers

with crafting a sales experience that’s human-

centered and future-ready. We help customers

with redesigning their processes and way of

working in order to stay attractive and

profitable. In this series we invite the brightest

minds to enlighten us in a snackable format.

We look at selling from different angles,

analyze trends, and include topics that are

trending in the business world. Based on these

point of views, we invite clients, colleagues and

whomever is interested in discussing and

sharing experiences within the respective

domain so that we can jointly learn or find new

focus areas to research.

In the coming year, we will address the

following topics:

• Our Net Zero Cloud team is the go-to expert

on sustainability solutions. Together we can

work on your sustainability strategy by

enabling you to reach a seamless

integration of all your carbon reporting

sources. We will advise you on how to

structure, visualize, and report your data,

allowing you to make decisions more

effectively and reach your sustainability

goals faster. We will be your partner along

the way towards a net zero company.

• The Subscription Economy is about new

business models that focus on nurturing

and monetizing direct digital relationships

with customers. It is about rethinking a

client’s business from the perspective of the

customer, not the product. At the core of

the Subscription Economy is a shift in

business models – away from selling units,

to finding ways to monetize those direct,

digital relationships, in a win/win way for

customer and enterprise.

• Our Future of Sales team has analyzed

selling in the Energy, Resources, and

Industrials Industry. Our Point of view

addresses the topics of sustainability,

service and future pricing within the

industry.

• CPQ enhances sales productivity across

channels by automating or guiding the

processes around product configuration,

pricing, and quoting in order to deliver the

right products to the right customers at the

right prices. Our CPQ team motivates sales

teams by streamlining the product portfolio,

creating a consistent customer experience,

automating painstaking manual

spreadsheet activities, and providing faster

error-free quotes. This in turn boosts sales

team performance and can deliver

significant business benefits.

What do we expect from you?

Throughout the series we invite you to contact

us and share your experiences within the Sales

Transformation domain. You might even have

your own challenge in one of these domains

and are looking for help. Please do reach out

to us and we will get in touch. We look forward

to sharing our pieces of eminence with you in

this fiscal year and starting up our connection.
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